
Cathy’s Key Updates (compiler’s comments and Scripture selections are in
italics)
#134 — 24 April to 30 April 2024
(All Bible Scripture references are from the KJV unless otherwise indicated)
(Underlines are compiler’s emphasis)
(KURC = Key Updates Reader Contribution / DYOR = Do Your Own Research)
(Note full disclaimer located at the end of this compilation.)

24 April

>🚨 "A National Security Insider Does the Math on the Dangers of AI -
Jason Matheny, CEO of the influential think tank Rand Corporation, says
advances in AI are making it easier to learn how to build biological
weapons and other tools of destruction." - If you are squeamish, perhaps skip
this one. However, "Lest Satan should get an advantage of [you]: [be] not
ignorant of his devices." (2Cor.2:11)
(Excerpts:) "We have individuals and groups today that have mass-casualty
intent and increasingly express interest in biology as a weapon...There are a lot
of reasons why countries are going to want to make autonomous weapons. One
of the reasons we're seeing is in Ukraine, which is this kind of petri dish of
autonomous weapons. The radio jamming that's used makes it very tempting to
want to have autonomous weapons that no longer need to phone
home...[Referring to China:] The US hasn't faced a strategic competitor with
more than two-thirds of our GDP since the War of 1812. So we need an accurate
assessment of net strengths and net weaknesses in various areas of
competition, whether it's in economic, industrial, military, human capital,
education, or talent.":
https://www.wired.com/story/jason-matheny-national-security-insider-dangers-of-
ai/

>🔥 "Flame-throwing robotic dog unleashed for sale in US - completely
unrestricted in 48 states" - Includes 1.38 min vid. Hmmm! Now from dogs, then
from...? "And he doeth great wonders, so that he maketh fire come down from
heaven on the earth in the sight of men." (Rev.13:13):
https://www.fox29.com/news/flame-throwing-robotic-dog
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>⚠ "Dubai Underwater After Cloudseeding Experiments Create Massive
Storms, But Media Attempts To Walk It Back" - Yep! I had my suspicions!
Delites showing Dubai what they can do if they don't kowtow!? Includes
numerous vids, ranging from 9 min to .21 sec. God, help us remember, as the
writer of this article says, "Yes, it is true that man is perverting God’s creation, but
also never lose sight that God, and He ALONE, is in control.":
https://winepressnews.com/2024/04/22/dubai-underwater-after-cloudseeding-exp
eriments-create-massive-storms-but-media-attempts-to-walk-it-back/

>💥 "Anti-Israel protesters armed with flares march toward NYPD
headquarters after riot cops stormed NYU to shutdown 'Gaza Solidarity'
camp arresting more than 150" - 5.48 and 1.07 min vids, .41 sec vid, and
heaps of photos.:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13338743/NYPD-cops-descend-NYU-an
ti-Israel-protest-start-arresting-dozens-students-faculty-members-set-Gaza-Solid
arity-camp-join-Columbia-University-rally.html

>🔎 TTS Ed: "For hundreds of years Jewish communities lived in Arab and often
predominately Muslim countries without any problem. As Professor Hiam
Bresheeth explains, that changed with the advent of Zionism."
"There is nothing Jewish about the Jewish state" - 1.55 min vid:
https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=286216

>😔 TTS Ed: "Will Israel attempt to strike Iran’s nuclear facilities and what will be
the consequences if it does? Fr. Peter Heers looks at the possibility in the light of
prophecies from modern Orthodox saints."
"Prophecy: When Israel Hits Iran’s Nuclear Facilities…" - 4.51 min vid:
https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=286202

>✡ TTS Ed: "The sacrifice of the heifers is meant to hasten the fulfillment of the
prophecy of a new Temple on the Mount. Islam’s third holiest site, the Al-Aqsa
Mosque currently occupies the site, meaning that building a new Temple would
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require the demolition of Al Aqsa, a sure-fire recipe for wider global conflict." TRT
World's Mohammad Al-Kassim has the story, posted on YT 22 April 2024.
Passover 2024 begins at sundown on Monday, 22 April 22 and ends the evening
of Tuesday, 30 April 30 for most Jews in diaspora. Jews in the land of Israel and
some Reform Jews in diaspora will end Passover on the evening of Monday, 29
April 29.The first Passover seder is on the evening of Monday, 22 April, and the
second Passover seder takes place on the evening of Tuesday, 23 April.
Part 2 of 2
"Jews prepare to slaughter red heifers at Al-Aqsa to fulfill prophecy" -
Includes 2.59 min vid:
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/04/a-forbidden-old-world-map/

>💣 This video is from about 20 years ago. The original video was removed
because it was getting so many views. At 2.20 into the video, George Green
explains the delites' plan for Israel, who appear to be behind "schedule", but by
and by, is it happening? Note that he mentions the Georgia Guidestones, which
were removed/destroyed in 2022 under still-undetermined-and-unexplained
circumstances!
"George Green — This is how they plan to KILL us" - 10.01 min vid:
https://youtu.be/HRWWeb73pwk

"Fret not thyself because of evildoers, neither be thou envious against the
workers of iniquity. For they shall soon be cut down like the grass, and wither as
the green herb. Trust in the Lord, and do good; so shalt thou dwell in the land,
and verily thou shalt be fed. Delight thyself also in the Lord: and He shall give
thee the desires of thine heart. Commit thy way unto the Lord; trust also in Him;
and He shall bring it to pass. And He shall bring forth thy righteousness as the
light, and thy judgment as the noonday. Rest in the Lord, and wait patiently for
Him: fret not thyself because of him who prospereth in his way, because of the
man who bringeth wicked devices to pass." (Psa.37:1-7)

>🤦 Honestly! Agh! This has gotta once-and–for-all convince the stupefied
stragglers that the left wing and the right wing are the same bird!
"Trump Sold-Out His Base to Shovel $95 Billion to Ukraine and Israel":
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https://www.theburningplatform.com/2024/04/22/trump-sold-out-his-base-to-shov
el-95-billion-to-ukraine-and-israel/

>🙌🕯"Lighting A Candle" - PTL! WOW! Sounds like possibly a good initiative
to check out!
(Excerpts:) "...the Natural Family Foundation, came up with the idea of
celebrating 'Natural Family Month' — from Mother’s Day to Father’s Day. The first
week would be a celebration of Mother’s Day. The second week would be a
celebration of children. The third week would be a celebration of grandparents.
The next week would be a celebration of extended family, and it would all
culminate in a celebration of Dads on Father’s Day....website,
NaturalFamilyStrong.com, where he lays out the plan, and offers a pledge people
can sign to affirm their support of God’s ordained design for the NATURAL family:
one biological man married to one biological woman united in a monogamous
marriage for life, bearing and raising Godly children in the fear and admonition of
the Lord. There’s overwhelming scientific evidence showing that children thrive
within the Natural Family.  There’s much less poverty, mental illness, drug use,
rage and rebellion, and children grow up to be much happier and well-adjusted
adults when raised within the Natural Family. Last June, I came up with an idea,
but it was too late to put into action then. This year, thanks to other ministry
friends, the idea is coming to fruition — and God has greatly blessed this plan,
which focuses on 'lighting a candle' instead of cursing the darkness.":
https://www.wisconsinchristiannews.com/view.php?sid=9925

>👀✝ • "Tom Horn (1957 - 2023): History is Hidden from Us - Full interview
with Tom Horn, a world-renowned researcher and authority on ancient
secret societies, UFOs, Giants, strange creatures and the End times." -
51.28 min vid:
https://youtu.be/SyrWAR0FLTw?feature=shared
- and -
• In the above video, Tom Horn refers to this ceremony:
"Gotthard Base Tunnel opening ceremony" - 6.32 min vid:
https://youtu.be/b-TKQaqml6k?feature=shared
- and -
• To DYOR into CERN, these articles, imo, are excellent:
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“Part 4: What Are They Trying to Awaken at CERN and in Switzerland?”:
https://www.skywatchtv.com/2016/11/20/part-4-abaddon-ascending-articles-serie
s/
- and -
“Part 5: DARK, DANGEROUS RITUAL MAGIC: SUMMONING ABADDON’S
LEGION”:
https://www.skywatchtv.com/2016/11/24/part-5-abaddon-ascending-articles-serie
s/
- and -
“PART 6: CERN’S ANCIENT OCCULT CONNECTIONS”:
https://www.skywatchtv.com/2016/11/27/part-6-abaddon-ascending-articles-serie
s/

25 April

>🔥 Bideylon the Whore summed up in less than 2 minutes?!:
https://x.com/kylenabecker/status/1782233148668985826

"Democracy is like an auction. It’s awarded to the highest bidder. It is not the
collective wisdom of the taxpayers, but the collective money of the self-chosen
who write the scripts and select the players”. (Brother Nathanael)

>👏 Loran Livingston verbally burns up that recently released "Trump" Bible! -
3.18 min vid:
https://x.com/hhendersonphd/status/1782349114560094460

>💥 A must-read and view! "The guns point out and the guns point in."
(Catherine Austin Fitts)
"Why Have Americans Forgotten Trump's Treachery In Implementing A
Culling Of The American Population? - Catherine Austin Fitts [superbly!]
shreds Trump acolyte in the most brutal 7 minutes you will find on the
internet." - Includes 7.23 min vid
(Excerpts:) "'[Excerpt from vid:] In October 2019, when everybody in America
was being entertained by the teenage sex life of the Supreme Court nominee,
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Kavanaugh, the House, the Senate, Democrat and Republican, both sides of the
aisle, got together and approved Statement 56 of the Federal Accounting
Standards Advisory Board, which said that they could keep secret books. That
was everybody, together, OK? So there is no right versus left, there is no Trump
versus Biden. There is a machine…” [Excerpt from article:] “...a system (I call it a
beast system) that runs the country and the world. This system is satanic at its
core and the sole reason for its existence is to kill and injure as many people as
possible through multiple vectors: Vaccines, poisons in the food, air and water,
and wars...The American Empire is falling. Now is the time to prepare for this
inevitability. Because it will not fall without a final, painful, end-game scenario of
war and conflict. No human leader will be able to stop this fall. Throughout this
process, we can remain confident in God our protector and His Son, our Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ. He will not abandon his faithful servants in a time of
distress.":
https://www.truth11.com/why-have-americans-forgotten-trumps-treachery-in-impl
ementing-a-culling-of-the-american-population/

>💣 TheWARm up! UK = Unlimited Killing!
• "UK announces 2.5% GDP spending on defence, biggest strengthening for
a generation" - And RT Telegram posted that "UK PM Sunak planning on cutting
70K public servant jobs to fund his plan to put the British economy on a ‘war
footing’":
https://www.forces.net/politics/uk-announces-25-gdp-spending-defence-biggest-g
eneration
- and -
• "UK APPROVED ARMS FOR ISRAEL DAYS AFTER IT KILLED BRITISH AID
WORKERS - New court documents reveal that ministers David Cameron and
Kemi Badenoch authorised UK arms sales to Israel right after an airstrike killed
three British charity workers in Gaza."
(Excerpts:) "New court documents show that the UK government decided to
continue arms exports to Israel on 8 April, one week after the strike on the aid
workers who were employed by the charity World Central Kitchen (WCK)...On 3
April, two days after the Israeli airstrike on the aid workers, Cameron used this
assessment to recommend that the UK continue arms sales to Israel. Five days
later, UK trade secretary Kemi Badenoch authorised the continuation of extant
licences and new licences to Israel.":
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https://www.declassifieduk.org/uk-approved-arms-for-israel-days-after-it-killed-brit
ish-aid-workers/

>😭 "Israel constructs tent camps to hold Gazans displaced by imminent
Rafah onslaught - Israel has constructed tent encampments in central Gaza to
warehouse Palestinians displaced by its looming assault on Rafah, according to
satellite and ground-based images.":
https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2024/04/25/gmwz-a25.html

>☑ "Jamaica becomes 142nd country to recognise state of Palestine -
With the latest announcement, Kingston joins the bloc of 140+ UN member
states and becomes 12th CARICOM state to recognise Palestine as a sovereign
state.":
https://www.trtworld.com/americas/jamaica-becomes-142nd-country-to-recognise
-state-of-palestine-17896959

>⚠ "West is doing to Ukrainians what was done to indigenous Americans
– The 'gang' in Kiev is ‘erasing’ the country’s people"
(Excerpt:) "The Ukrainian Foreign Ministry intends to deny all consular services
abroad to male citizens aged 18 to 60, except for preparing documents to return
to Ukraine, local media reported on Monday, citing the ministry’s internal
correspondence. The policy is presumably meant to force men of fighting age to
leave foreign nations and be conscripted into military service under a new
mobilization law signed by President Vladimir Zelensky this month.":
https://swentr.site/russia/596451-ukraine-extermination-manhattan-zakharova/

>🤨 "WHO backs off on Pandemic Treaty, makes substantive changes to
address tyranny concerns - In response to widespread public outcry, the
WHO substantially revised its proposed International Health Regulations
(IHR) amendments, dialing the tyranny back a notch." - Note "a notch", a
degree. Let's not be satisfied until we don't hear a WHO!:
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-04-23-who-backs-off-pandemic-treaty-addres
ses-tyranny.html
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> 4⃣ Short vids, KURC.
• Happy horsy sounds of contentment! I never saw nor heard anything like
this! So Millennial!:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/373263295542172
- and -
• Healing hugs restores old man's faith in love! "My little children, let us not
love in word, neither in tongue; but in deed and in truth." (1Jn.3:18):
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1102451334132424
- and -
• Bill Gates' mosquito farm in Colombia! - Raising 30 million a month! -
Question: What kind of and from where do they get the blood?:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1537015916865442
If you want to DYOR about this, at the very least, questionable enterprise, go to:
"The Gates [of Hell!] Foundation and the World Mosquito Program: partners
in [crime!] change":
https://www.worldmosquitoprogram.org/en/news-stories/stories/the-gates-foundat
ion-and-the-world-mosquito-program-partners-in-change
- and -
• Orsini! - (Rosini is an anagram of Orsini):
https://www.facebook.com/reel/956559932441162
Some DYOR references:
“ORSINI”:
https://www.histouring.com/en/historical-figure/orsini/
- and -
“The Orsini Bloodline Of Rome – The MAXIMUS Clan”:
https://humansbefree.com/2019/04/the-orsini-bloodline-of-rome-the-maximus-cla
n.html

>🚨 "'They Think There Are Too Many Of Us On The Planet' - Alex Newman
Warns Of Tyrannical UN Plans For Our Future - This is coming in
September at the UN" - Includes 40.26 min vid. Listened whilst cooking dinner.
(A bit of Trump delusion, but the rest of the vid outweighs it.) I've previously
mentioned that April and September are two of the delites favoured months for
dirty work!:
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/they-think-there-are-too-many-us-planet-
alex-newman-warns-tyrannical-un-plans-our

"Because you have kept the Word of My endurance [My command to persevere],
I will keep you [safe] from the hour of trial, that hour which is about to come on
the whole [inhabited] world, to test those who live on the earth." (Rev.3:10 AMP)

26 April

>💉Wow! They may have "lost the war", as the saying goes, but they are
picking up the pace to win this one! Whaddayasay we all keep this front and
centre of our prayer list, as these brave folks keep holding the delites' feet to the
fire!
• "Japan Leading The Way In Holding Big Pharma + Government
Accountable For COVID Vaccine Genocide - The Japanese people have had
enough of their government and the pharmaceutical industry getting away with
murder." - Includes 9.20 min and .41 sec vids.
(Excerpts:) "70 percent of COVID jab deaths in Japan occur within 10 days of
injection. Every business that forced COVID jabs guilty of medical murder...'This
is the way', someone on X wrote about what these Japanese plaintiffs are doing
to attain justice for their deceased loved ones. 'Everyone needs to sue whoever
forced them to take the nanotech injections. Sue your workplace, sue your
school, sue your government, sue your health agencies, sue the old age homes,
and sue the pharma companies.'":
https://www.truth11.com/japan-leading-the-way-in-holding-big-pharma-governme
nt-accountable-for-covid-vaccine-genocide/
- and -
• "Three jabs and you’re DONE FOR: Operation Warp Speed, cancer and
GENOCIDE - Researchers out of Japan have found that cancer mortality is
especially elevated after a person gets 'vaccinated' for the Wuhan coronavirus
(COVID-19) – and especially after getting a third 'booster' dose." - Includes 17.68
min vid:
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-04-24-three-jabs-operation-warp-speed-canc
er-genocide.html
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>😭 "Hundreds of bodies unearthed in Khan Younis hospital mass graves,
many with skin and organs removed" - Oh, dear Jesus! Prince of Peace! Save
your Own from this madness!:
(Excerpts:) "The searches were initiated after survivors said they witnessed the
summary execution of Palestinians by Israeli forces during the raid. Israeli
military officials said that its forces had killed 200 people and arrested 900 during
the 15-day assault...[and] conducted its raid without harming civilians and
medical personnel. Medical organisations and eyewitnesses strongly rejected
that claim. Gaza’s civil defence said that around 300 people had been killed.":
https://theuglytruth.xyz/hundreds-of-bodies-unearthed-in-khan-younis-hospital-m
ass-graves-many-with-skin-and-organs-removed/

>📣 Baldwin calls out Hagee!
"Questions For Mr. Christian Zionist, John Hagee" - 4.04 min vid:
https://youtu.be/d-YRsY03rLo?feature=shared

>🚨 The laboratory embarks on a hunger-gamesque hunt to restock the
laboratory?
• "Ukraine conflict ‘a bonanza’ for US military – The conflict has become a
'laboratory' for the US military, a senior American general told the
newspaper" - Speaking like mad scientists! Referring to life as a laboratory! God,
deliver us from these sickos!:
https://swentr.site/russia/596478-us-ukraine-ai-test/
- and -
• "EU state ready to help Ukraine hunt down military-aged men - Many Poles
are 'outraged to see young Ukrainian men in cafes', the defense chief has
claimed":
https://swentr.site/news/596544-poland-help-ukraine-draft-dodgers/
- and -
• "Hundreds of coffins with bodies of NATO soldiers are flown back from
Ukraine – Most are French":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/component/content/article/hundreds-of-
coffins-with-bodies-of-nato-soldiers-are-flown-back-from-ukraine-most-are-french
?catid=17&Itemid=101
- and -
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• Agree, Alex! As you say, "Watching this is painful"
"Future of the world will be decided in Ukraine – Russian ally - The West is
not benefitting from confrontation with Moscow and must learn to live in a
new global order, the president of Belarus has said":
https://swentr.site/russia/596512-ukraine-global-order-lukashenko/

>.👀 "BREAKING NEWS: Belarus: 'We were attacked by NATO forces in
Lithuania – We intercepted kamikaze drones'":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/component/content/article/breaking-ne
ws-belarus-we-were-attacked-by-nato-forces-in-lithuania-we-intercepted-kamikaz
e-drones?catid=17&Itemid=101

>🙏 "At least 32 dead as flash floods sweep through half of Kenya - Some
103,500 people in all have been affected.":
https://edition.cnn.com/2024/04/24/africa/kenya-flash-floods-intl-latam/index.html

>🤦 "WOKE Trudeau to spend $110 million on global promotion of
2SLGBTQI+ ideology - Canadian Prime Minister Justin [False]deau recently
confirmed via the release of his 'Canada's 2024 Budget' that his government will
be allocating CA$150 million ($110 million) of taxpayer dollars to promote LGBT
ideology at home and abroad and to expand equity groups in the workforce to
include people who identify as 2SLGBTQI+ or 'two-spirit, lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, queer and intersex', as well as 'additional so-called sexually and
gender diverse people'." - In other words, to support Reality Avoidance
Syndromes!! And remember what the "+" means!:
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-04-24-trudeau-spends-millions-promoting-lgb
t-ideology-worldwide.html

> 6⃣ Short vids, KURC.
• How free are we compared to 150 years ago?:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/347437321545240
- and -
•Will hydrogen cars take over EVs?:
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https://www.facebook.com/reel/807920641203639
- and -
• He says, "Give them to Caesar and they'll come back Romans!":
https://www.facebook.com/reel/833046842016522
- and -
• Prepare today, prepared tomorrow! "If thou hast run with the footmen, and
they have wearied thee, then how canst thou contend with horses? And if in the
land of peace, wherein thou trustedst, they wearied thee, then how wilt thou do in
the swelling of Jordan?" (Jer.12:5):
https://www.facebook.com/reel/3718243688391010
- and -
• Kids talk about hearts and hugs. "Beyond all these things, put on and wrap
yourselves in [unselfish] love, which is the perfect bond of unity [for everything is
bound together in agreement when each one seeks the best for others]."
(Col.3:14 AMP):
https://www.facebook.com/reel/449130437498916
- and -
•What is "The Mukaab"? Don't put me in a box!!:
https://fb.watch/rGUzt7dLic/

>🌟 Here's an update on the "New Plymouth ‘old school’ teenage lawn mowing
contractor" (see KU#131/4 April) - "A good name [earned by honorable behavior,
godly wisdom, moral courage, and personal integrity] is more desirable than
great riches; And favor is better than silver and gold." (Pro.22:1)
"Lawn mowing business becomes a family affair":
https://www.stuff.co.nz/nz-news/350256213/lawn-mowing-business-becomes-fam
ily-affair

27 April

>🙌 PTL! Good news regarding Mike Adams! Finally! Yay! Better late than
never! Let's pray for more to jump ship and head for and get on His Majesty's
Endtime Ark! "And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, 'Come out of her,
my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her
plagues. For her sins have reached unto heaven, and God hath remembered her
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iniquities. Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate', saith the
Lord, 'and touch not the unclean thing; and I will receive you.'" (Rev.18:4,5;
2Cor.6:17)
"How both Israel and the GOP completely lost my support in just 6½
months"
(Excerpts:) "Before October 7th, I was pro-Israel and pro-GOP. Right after Oct.
7th, I was even MORE pro-Israel...Now, the true nature of Israel and Zionism is
abundantly clear, and I feel a sense of personal shame that I did not recognize
this sooner...Now, I speak out against Israel's crimes against humanity, and I am
calling out every member of the GOP who is complicit in Israel's genocidal
crimes. I am known as an 'influencer of influencers', and although I've lost a few
followers over my speaking out against Israel (mostly Christian Zionists), I have
gained tremendous reach among those who are sickened by war, incensed by
the Military Industry Complex and fed up with Zionists playing the 'anti-Semitism'
card to try to play victim every time they are scheming to justify their mass
murder...More importantly, I now realize that the GOP establishment has no
remaining guiding principles whatsoever...I can no longer participate in any way
in supporting such a destructive, demonic system of national suicide.":
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-04-26-how-both-israel-and-the-gop-completel
y-lost-my-support.html

>👏 PTL! Amazing! High school student goes to bat and hits a homer for the
Most High! Every win, no matter its size, is a winner!
"West Virginia Student Helps Pass Bill to Teach Intelligent Design: 'This Is a
God-Fearing State'" - Includes 6.24 min vid:
https://www2.cbn.com/news/us/west-virginia-student-helps-pass-bill-teach-intellig
ent-design-god-fearing-state

>🚨 On 24 April, I posted a piece about these demonstrations, and since that
time, whilst watching such protests spawn more, almost as if in sequence, like an
orchestrated lava flow, I had a funny (not-funny) feeling about what has been
transpiring. Then today I came across this! These delites don't take sides; they
use sides to slide the populous into their NWO net of deception! This coupling
goes in tandem with the last posting for today.
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• "George Soros is paying student radicals who are fueling nationwide
explosion of Israel-hating protests" - Includes 2.11 min vid:
https://nypost.com/2024/04/26/us-news/george-soros-maoist-fund-columbias-anti
-israel-tent-city/
- and -
• "Disturbing Video: Snipers Spotted on Ohio and Indiana University Roofs
as Pro-Palestine Protests Intensify – Here Are The Details" - Includes .14 sec
vid:
https://defiantamerica.com/disturbing-video-snipers-spotted-on-ohio-and-indiana-
university-roofs-as-pro-palestine-protests-intensify-here-are-the-details/
- and -
• "Campus conspiracies: security and intelligence engagement with
universities from Kent State to counter-terrorism" - Campuses lure and reel
in, blind and manipulate the youth to end up being suckered into godawful sting
operations! DYOR for more. Thank God for the Jesus Revolution, almost 60
years ago!, that rescued so many from those anti-Christ arenas!
(Excerpt:) "As global problems become intensified and intensively globalised, the
university is itself a central hub representative of this trajectory, both in
establishing a close correlation between securitisation and globalisation. In other
words, global problems will require increased security measures to protect
against their consequences. It is, we argue, inevitable that universities in this
scenario will also become more not less engaged in questions of security, and
this will mean, also inevitably, an ever more close relationship – whether covert;
overt; overt-covert – between universities and the security and intelligence
agencies.":
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333356533_Campus_conspiracies_sec
urity_and_intelligence_engagement_with_universities_from_Kent_State_to_coun
ter-terrorism

>🔎 "Cashless Society: WEF Boasts That 98% Of Central Banks Are
Adopting CBDCs":
(Excerpts:) "Whatever happened to the WEF? One minute they were everywhere
in the media and now they have all but disappeared from public discourse...Much
of their discussions now focus on issues like climate change or DEI (Diversity,
Equity, Inclusion), but one vital subject continues to pop up in the white papers of
global think tanks and it's a program that was introduced very publicly during
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covid. Every person that cares about economic freedom should be wary of
Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs) as perhaps the biggest threat to human
liberty since the attempted introduction of vaccine passports...A cashless society
would be the end game for economic anonymity and freedom in trade. Unless
alternative physical currencies are widely adopted in protest, CBDCs would make
all transactions traceable and easily interrupted by governments and banks.
Imagine a world in which all trade is monitored, all revenues are monitored and
transactions can be blocked...these things do happen today, but with physical
cash they can be circumvented. Imagine a world where your ability to spend
money can be limited to certain retailers...services...products...chosen regions
based on your politics...social credit score...background. The control that comes
with CBDCs is immense and allows for complete micromanagement of the
population. The fact that 98% of central banks are already adopting this
technology should be one of the biggest news stories of the decade, yet, it goes
almost completely ignored.":
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/cashless-society-wef-boasts-98-central-b
anks-are-adopting-cbdcs?ref=truth11.com

>🤨 As the world seethes and writhes, seizures are on the rise! A seizure occurs
when a person is no longer allowed to use a particular asset, such as when the
money in their bank account is frozen. When the person’s right to the assets is
permanently lost due to a judgment or court order, it is considered asset
forfeiture. Not all seizures lead to forfeiture, but a seizure usually precedes
forfeiture. How many can play this game? The floor is open!
"Russia To Seize $440 Million From JPMorgan":
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-seize-440-million-jpmorgan

>🤔 "Disturbing Hostility Toward Bible Prophecy: Why Does The Church
Neglect This Profound Evangelism Tool?" - "The testimony of Jesus is the
spirit of prophecy." (Rev.19:10b) Note that I rarely post from Harbingers Daily, but
will, upon occasion, when an article, imo, is unimpeded by their Pre-Trib stance.:
https://harbingersdaily.com/disturbing-hostility-toward-bible-prophecy-why-does-t
he-church-neglect-this-profound-evangelism-tool/
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>👀 "(WATCH) UFO caught on video over New York City from inside
aircraft" - Includes 5.15 min vid
(Excerpt:) "Thomas Wertman, the state director of the Mutual UFO Network in
Ohio, reviewed the footage for The Post and said the dark object was traveling at
roughly 2,500 feet and was 'relatively close' to the plane as it prepared for
landing. Wertman said the object’s altitude, shape, and location—near a major
commercial flight path—appear to rule out that it could be a news helicopter, a
drone, or a military-operated aircraft.":
https://endtimeheadlines.org/2024/04/watch-ufo-caught-on-video-over-new-york-
city-from-inside-aircraft/

>🏃 "US State Department Arabic spokesperson resigns over Gaza policy"
- God speed, Hala! "Enter not into the path of the wicked, And go not in the way
of evil men. Avoid it, pass not by it, Turn from it, and pass away. Depart from evil,
and do good; seek peace, and pursue it." (Pro.4:14-15; Psa.34:14):
https://en.royanews.tv/news/50914/2024-04-26

>💥 "America has fallen - a poem" - Excellently articulated! A definite, imo,
don't-miss!:
https://johnscotto.substack.com/p/america-has-fallen

>🕵 "Always look a Trojan horse in the mouth" - “Watch and pray!” Every
moment, every day! Don't delay! Say not, "Today? But I did it yesterday!" Every
second, minute, hour, every metre, every mile. Get in the zone, make it your
home. Don't ever say, "I'll be a while." Clothed with peace and rest, let's heed the
Lord's behest and pick up speed, file to our positions on the Wall! For our
passion is God's call, "Watch and pray! Watch and pray!"
(Excerpt:) "Dramatic revolutions and regime changes, often involving war and
religion, do happen, and all the hallmarks at the current time suggest we are on
the precipice of one. I do not make these predictions to alarm anyone, but rather,
to forewarn them, as to be forewarned is to be forearmed and to have a far better
chance of successfully responding to challenging times.":
https://miriaf.co.uk/always-look-a-trojan-horse-in-the-mouth/
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28 April

>🙌 "Russell Brand announces baptism after months-long spiritual
journey: 'Taking the plunge' - Brand says many returning to Christianity as
world crumbles"
(Excerpt:) "Actor and comedian Russell Brand announced Friday that he is going
to be baptized this weekend, the culmination of his months-long public wrestling
with the tenets of Christianity. 'This Sunday, I'm taking the plunge', Brand, 48,
said in a video he posted to X. 'I'm getting baptized.'" - Includes the 1.36 min vid
announcement Brand put out on X.:
https://www.christianpost.com/news/russell-brand-announces-he-is-getting-baptiz
ed-as-christian.html

>👏 Yahoo! Buckaroo! "Come Hell or come high water, we'll stand together in
the rain. Oklahoma! Where we don't forget our brothers and you won't forget the
name Oklahoma!" (From the song "Oklahoma", written by Bill Johnson, Jeffrey
Dimpsey, Kevin Driscoll, Matt Talbott, Mike Rader)
"Oklahoma House passes bill denying jurisdiction in the state to WHO, UN
and WEF, 72 to 21 - Off to the Senate!":
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/04/oklahoma-joins-rebellion-against-world-govern
ment/
See also:
https://trackbill.com/bill/oklahoma-senate-bill-426-world-health-organization-prohi
biting-enforcement-of-policies-required-or-recommended-by-the-world-health-org
anization-effective-date-emergency/2548665/

>🕵 Feeling bewildered? Check out this Roadmap!: "'The bilateral relationship
has never been stronger', began a landmark 'Roadmap'...Within just seven
months, the Roadmap was being decidedly put into practice." For details, see:
"UK MILITARY SUPPORT FOR ISRAEL’S GENOCIDE WAS PRE-PLANNED -
In aiding Israel’s mass attacks on Palestinians in Gaza, Britain is
implementing an agreement openly signed with Netanyahu’s far-right
coalition – which has been almost entirely ignored in the UK national
media.":
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https://www.declassifieduk.org/uk-military-support-for-israels-genocide-was-pre-p
lanned/

>🤨 "Iran, Russia sign MoU to strengthen security cooperation":
https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2024/04/25/724328/Iran-Russia-security-cooperation

>😳 "France, Germany sign deal on 'tank of the future' - France and
Germany on Friday firmed up plans to jointly develop a next-generation
battle tank equipped with artificial intelligence and laser technology, billed
as a game changer in modern warfare.":
https://www.kpvi.com/news/national_news/france-germany-sign-deal-on-tank-of-t
he-future/article_35b1e268-3e39-5580-9373-7764b8dc691e.html

>😬 "'The fastest AI chip in the world': Gigantic AI CPU has almost one
million cores — Cerebras has Nvidia firmly in its sights as it unveils the
WSE-3, a chip that can train AI models with 24 trillion parameters" - "He that
hasteneth with his [chip] sinneth." (Pro.19:2b):
https://www.techradar.com/pro/the-fastest-ai-chip-in-the-world-gigantic-ai-cpu-ha
s-almost-one-million-cores-cerebras-has-nvidia-firmily-in-its-sights-as-it-unveils-th
e-wse-3-a-chip-that-can-train-ai-models-with-24-trillion-parameters#:

>🚨 The minister and passengers were hospitalised after Mr Ben-Gvir’s
motorcade reportedly drove through a red light. And his other infringements?
"Hardline Israeli war cabinet minister hospitalised after car crash":
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/hardline-israeli-war-cabinet-minister-hos
pitalised-after-car-crash/ar-AA1nJg9z?ocid=winp2fptaskbarhover&cvid=3ae8777
1985a4ef39c8867d6040f4992&ei=8

>🤦“'37 billions we have stolen… uh invested in fortifications' – Ukrainian
politician Georgiy Birkadze makes curious gaffe on live TV" - .09 sec vid. "The
tongue deviseth mischiefs; like a sharp razor, working deceitfully. Thou lovest evil
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more than good; and lying rather than to speak righteousness. Selah. Thou
lovest all devouring words, O thou deceitful tongue." (Psa.52:2-4):
https://twitter.com/JohnRMetzner/status/1784025519614566512

> 3⃣ Short vids, KURC.
• Instructor let's it rip (in colourful terms) regarding medical industry scam!:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/950667556360857
- and -
• Yep, "We're in the middle of a coup!" Note the title on the video itself, "The
mindset* of the rich!:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1371439427093325
*Whilst viewing this vid, I felt led to look into the meaning of the Egyptian god,
Set. Here's a brief description (DYOR for more info): Set was the god of storms
and chaos. He represented the desert and all its terrors, from its punishing hot
winds to the savage beasts; always associated with terrifying and destructive
things. He was also seen as a sort of trickster god, and associated with all things
foreign, such as foreign gods, even to the point of being romantically linked with
foreign goddesses.
- and -
• Salvation can't come soon enough for this kid! Good on ya, buddy! PTL!:
https://www.facebook.com/1146427082/videos/419778300765388/

>💥 "Eustace Mullins 1992 Interview with Bobby Lee – The NWO (Real US
History Never Taught)" - Eustace Mullins is one of my favourite authors. Gather
'round! This 58.20 min vid is really a must-view! I wager to guarantee you'll be
scrambling to write/type down/up some of its astonishing sound bites! Here are 3
links to the source of this vid:
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/04/eustace-mullins-1992-interview-with-bobby-lee-
the-nwo-real-us-history-never-taught/
- and -
https://www.bitchute.com/video/nyEaYokB7Cyk/
- and -
https://mega.nz/file/0UwQlKZL#Br5VSoxZQMZ5s3RKvKleaqr2f9waLUUSKvDtC
Nmhqg0
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29 April

>💥 "Lawfare on Journalism" - Imo, very eye-opening 1.24.30 hr vid! (Took it in
while darning socks.)
(Blurb on richplanet:) "Award winning journalist [and testifying Christian!],
Gemma O'Doherty joins Richard to talk about her career in Ireland and how she
parted company with her employer, who demanded that she cease reporting on
corruption within the Irish state. Since leaving mainstream journalism she has
continued to lead her field as a fully independent 'proper' investigative journalist,
uncovering many serious injustices in Ireland. In recent years she has suffered,
what appear to be, orchestrated legal attacks, which are being supported by the
mainstream media. 'Lawfare' seems to be the price that investigative journalists
are now paying, for searching for and reporting on uncomfortable truths. The
parallels with Richard D. Hall's case in the UK are striking. (Link provided to
Gemma's documentary about Mary Boyle.)"
(From blurb on tapnewswire:) "Gemma is a savvy lady, She knows all about how
the Irish Constitution was subverted by the globalists when they took over Ireland
for their own benefit earlier this century. The European Headquarters of lots of
big global tech, and pharma corporations are in Ireland. The local politicians
[puppeticians!) are just placemen with no real power, and even less intelligence.
So Ireland is run by foreigners, in effect. There is a sting in the tail, too; towards
the end she has some very harsh words to say about The [UK] Light newspaper
and UK Column.":
https://www.richplanet.net/richp_genre.php?ref=312&part=1&gen=99

>🚨 "Worse Than You Can Imagine - Times are not this dark by accident.
They were designed to be this dark":
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2024/04/worse-than-you-can-imagine/

>🐴 "A White Horse Covered In Red Blood Up To The Bridle Just Went
Rampaging Through The Streets Of London - Why aren’t more people
talking about this?":
https://endoftheamericandream.com/a-white-horse-covered-in-red-blood-up-to-th
e-bridle-just-went-rampaging-through-the-streets-of-london/
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>😳 And what's this?!
"Charles, winged and saving the world"
(Excerpts:) "The head bore a passing resemblance to the Prince of Wales, since
Mauricio Bentes, the sculptor, was basing it on images from the internet. But then
there were the wings. They sprouted from the bronze figurine making it look like
a Gothic batman and almost completely encapsulating the statuette." -
Considering other-such wingers he hangs out with?, "Be not glad...all of you,
because the rod which was on you is broken: for out of the snake's root will come
a poison-snake, and its fruit will be a winged poison-snake." (Isa.14:29):
https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2002/mar/06/monarchy.alexbellos

>👀 Well-laid-out examples of how to read headlines; in other words, how to
read what's not written! “Don’t listen to what people say; watch what they do.”
(Steven D. Levitt)
"How headlines in Western media distort facts about Israeli genocide in
Gaza":
https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2024/02/24/720676/how-headlines-western-media-di
stort-facts-israeli-war-gaza

>🤔 "Transgender activists are pushing for the END of science because it
doesn’t support their false narratives" - You mean, for example, ditch the fact
that the human body's rear-end waste disposal orifice is not a sexual entry
point?!:
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-04-26-transgender-activists-end-science-fals
e-narratives.html

>👎What is TVP? Why one should avoid it! Includes 2.44 min vid.
"The WORST PROTEIN in the World":
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/04/the-worst-protein-in-the-world/

https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2002/mar/06/monarchy.alexbellos
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>👏 "Barbara O’Neill: HOW TO HEAL ALZHEIMER'S, DEMENTIA AND
YOUR BRAIN NATURALLY! - Be a faithful sentinel over the body God has given
you!" - 9.38 min vid:
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/04/barbara-oneill-how-to-heal-alzheimers-dementi
a-and-you-brain-naturally/

>🤠 "A MESSAGE TO ALL YE RIGHT ONES ! STAY TRUE. STAY THE
COURSE." - 1.06 min vid:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/W5TgpX0QGCpL/

>🙏✝ "BISHOP MAR MARI'S FIRST PUBLIC APPEARANCE & SERMON
SINCE THE ATTEMPTED STABBING! [PUBLISHED TODAY]" - 21.21 min vid:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/DjrJUF1Ph5ht/

30 April

>💥 "New AI can CHANGE human genes to cure even the rarest of
diseases - 'Our vision is to move biology from being constrained by what can be
achieved in nature to being able to use AI to design new medicines precisely
according to our needs.’ The company believes that AI can work as an
‘interpreter to decode the language of life.’" - Changing "the truth of God into
a lie"! (See Rom.1:25):
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-13344731/New-AI-creates-molecu
les-not-nature-CHANGE-human-genes-cure-rarest-diseases.html

>🔥 "Because sentence against an evil work is not executed speedily, therefore
the heart of the sons of men is fully set in them to do evil. It shall not be well with
the wicked, neither shall he prolong his days, which are as a shadow; because
he feareth not before God." (Ecc.8:11,13)
• "Congress threatens ICC over Israeli arrest warrants":
https://www.axios.com/2024/04/29/icc-congress-netanyahu-israel-gaza
- and -
• "WH: ICC has no jurisdiction in Israel-Hamas war":
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https://breakingthenews.net/Article/WH:-ICC-has-no-jurisdiction-in-Israel-Hamas-
war/61949054

>😤 Imagine humans who relish, crave, desire and rejoice over these types of
achievements?! Agh! "And Azâzêl [one of the chief Grigori, a group of fallen
angels] taught men to make swords, and knives, and shields, and breastplates,
and made known to them the metals of the earth and the art of working them."
(Enoch 8:1a)
"Minigun-Armed Mojave Drone Now Blasting Targets At 6,000 Rounds Per
Minute - This is the first time Minigun pods have been live-fired from a drone in
this class and there are already plans to expand on the capability.":
https://www.twz.com/air/minigun-armed-mojave-drone-now-blasting-targets-at-60
00-rounds-per-minute

>🤔 "Washington Moves On to Plan B"
(Excerpts:) "...the US and NATO allies have already spent more than $200 billion
funding the war in Ukraine, and the Ukrainians are losing. How is another $13
billion supposed to make a difference? It won’t, nor is it intended to...the real
purpose of the money is to prevent a clear Russian victory by launching random
attacks on critical infrastructure and civilian areas in Russia. Once you
understand that the basic operational plan has changed, developments on the
ground begin to make sense. The goal is to antagonize a geopolitical rival not to
win a war.":
https://www.unz.com/mwhitney/washington-moves-on-to-plan-b/

>🕵 Very interesting look into this corner of the financial-power struggle. Some
Chinese banks have restricted certain cross-border transactions with Moscow
because they fear US sanctions. This threat of Washington's attempts to stifle
China-Russia trade is now forcing smaller businesses to pursue unorthodox
avenues, including using cryptocurrency — which is banned by Beijing — to
process payments.
"Exclusive: China firms go 'underground' on Russia payments as banks
pull back":
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https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/china-firms-go-underground-russia-pay
ments-banks-pull-back-2024-04-28/

>💉 Oh, the seductive syringe, on which millions have binged, and then too late
they cringe to find out they've been singed, at the least, or deceased! So-called
"experts"! They're beasts! Out for stab, jab and grab their hush payout! Go! Call
out their blood-money sin! May these fights birth great wins!
• "AstraZeneca admits for first time its Covid vaccine CAN cause rare side
effect in tense legal fight with victims of 'defective' jab":
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-13361271/AstraZeneca-admits-Covid-v
accine-cause-rare-blood-clotting-effect-legal-fight-victims-defective-jab.html
- and -
• "Doctors Predict Epidemic of Prion Brain Diseases - Mounting research
suggests a serious side effect of the COVID mRNA jabs could be dementia,
and the prions that cause it may be contagious":
https://www.theburningplatform.com/2024/04/29/doctors-predict-epidemic-of-prio
n-brain-diseases/

>🤦 Is this some sort of weird act of desperation on behalf of the delites? Like,
yeah, right, sure, we all enjoy an occasional (🤢!) dolphin burger?!?
"Warning as First American Dolphin Diagnosed With Highly Pathogenic
Bird Flu":
https://www.newsweek.com/warning-first-ever-american-dolphin-diagnosed-bird-f
lu-1895121

>🙏 This is just one of many many recent articles regarding the horrific horde of
tornados to ravage the US this past week! God, help, bless and keep all our
brethren there! On average, 1,200 tornadoes happen in a year in the United
States. The most confirmed tornadoes in a single year was in 2004, which had
1817 confirmed tornadoes.
"At least four dead in US after dozens of tornadoes rip through Oklahoma -
Hospitals across the state reported about 100 injuries, including people
apparently struck by debris.":
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https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2024/4/29/at-least-four-dead-in-us-after-dozens-
of-tornadoes-rip-through-oklahoma

>😳 "What is the ‘Women of Color Study Bible’?" - "One trait possessed
equally by every white man and every black man, every brown or yellow or red
man, is guilt before God for sin. For this reason, it is entirely self-righteousness
and childish arrogance for any man to look down on another because of his race
or color. And for one who has been saved by God’s grace to do so is open and
rebellious sin against Christ Himself." (Edward Fudge):
https://protestia.com/2024/04/29/what-is-the-women-of-color-study-bible/

>✝ Brace for impact! Keep our spiritual faculties intact! For Christ we go to bat!
It's the Endtime! The Final Act!
"Persecution watchdog warns of growing hostility to Christians in US:
'Frogs in the kettle'":
https://www.christianpost.com/news/watchdog-warns-americans-are-frogs-in-the-
kettle-on-persecution.html

>🙌 “Dramatic Video Shows Strangers Desperately Fight to Remove Man
from Car Engulfed in Flames — And Succeed” - Includes 2.20 min vid:
https://www.goodnewsnetwork.org/dramatic-video-shows-strangers-desperately-f
ighting-to-remove-man-from-car-engulfed-in-flames-and-succeeding/

“But ye, beloved, building up yourselves on your most holy faith, praying in the
Holy Ghost, keep yourselves in the love of God, looking for the mercy of our Lord
Jesus Christ unto eternal life. And of some have compassion, making a
difference: And others save with fear, pulling them out of the fire; hating even the
garment spotted by the flesh. Now unto him that is able to keep you from falling,
and to present you faultless before the presence of his glory with exceeding joy,
to the only wise God our Saviour, be glory and majesty, dominion and power,
both now and ever. Amen. (Jude 1:20-24)
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***Disclaimer***
In the process of compiling the following articles, Cathy Gehr attempts to provide
newsworthy insights and information to help contribute to the interest of the reader. It is
with sincerity of intention to offer discerning and often controversial commentaries in
order to broaden and/or expose the truth behind world events and their impacts. By
implementing due diligence, decipherability, common sense and a large measure of
Christian-based foundation, the selection of this content has been presented with the
intention to provide value to the readership. Although applying great attention to detail,
as a matter of course, not all publicised opinions, commentaries and analyses will be a
full representation of our personal beliefs. Mainstream media are bound to their limited
guidelines and governances; whereas, we endeavor to offer another side of the coin,
with confirmations from reputable sources, in an effort to reveal real and factual news
stories. We encourage all interested and participating parties to embark on their own
research to verify, validate, substantiate and authenticate for themselves the material
therein.


